We forward an urgent partner search request within the Program RIGHTS, EQUALITY AND CITIZENSHIP, call: REC-RDAP-CHIL-AG-2016.

The organization "AZIENDA SPECIALE CONSORTILE DEL LODIGIANO PER I SERVIZI ALLA PERSONA " located in Lodi (Lombardy Region - Italy) is looking for partners in all countries in order to participate to the Call REC-RDAP-CHIL-AG-2016 with deadline 13th December 2016.

**Title of the project:** SMILES – Support Multidisciplinary, Integrated, Local System. New approaches to protect children against violence

**Specific objectives:**
- Increase cooperation and integration between public entities and private organisations
- increase the skills of professionals and other adults who come into regular contact with children

**Sub objectives:**
- Reduce the overlap between actions
- Improve system's capacity to provide adequate responses to children protection and care (art.24 charter of fundamental rights UE)
- Increase of shared tools and work procedures
- Reduce the spread of resources
- Improve the assessment of risks
- Improve the identification of specific needs of child victims

**Workstrams:**
- Local intervention model design
- Capacity building, education and awareness-raising for stakeholders

The project will design a local model to protect children against violence, implement an action research to increase the skills of professionals and other adults who come in contact with children.

**Duration of the project:** 24 months.

**Deadline of the partner search:** 2nd December, 2016

We ask you to be so kind to disseminate the partner search among your local and regional contacts (school/institute/educational centre (secondary education); educational public body at local, regional or national level.

**For more information about the project, please contact**
AZIENDA SPECIALE CONSORTILE DEL LODIGIANO PER I SERVIZI ALLA PERSONA Donatella Barberis – piazza Mercato, 5 – 26900 Lodi phone +39 - 0371/409412 e-mail: ufficiodipiano@comune.lodi.it